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REWARDING RESPONSIBLE FOREST PRACTICES
Using FSC logo and labels
The FSC® logo and on-product labels guarantee that products
come from responsible sources which support the conservation
of forests and wildlife, while helping people to lead better lives.
Our trademarks are globally trusted and are found on products
that benefit people and the environment, as well as providing
ongoing business value. You can find our logo on an ever growing
assortment of products around the world.
Using the logo and label helps to generate continued demand for
products from FSC certified forests. There are many ways to use
the FSC logo; knowing how to use the logo and label correctly
helps to protect the investments we have all made in the FSC
system.
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AT A GLANCE . . .
TRADEMARK USE
• Using our trademark correctly protects the
investments we have all made in the FSC
system
• Promotional use and on-product use
are two categories that demonstrate a
commitment to FSC

Trademark uses
There are two categories of use that will demonstrate your commitment to responsible forestry:
Promotional use
This shows that a company supports FSC by using or selling FSC certified products. It is usually accompanied by a
statement that indicates how the company is supporting FSC and information about the company’s commitment to
FSC. Promotional claims are used by FSC certificate holders, retailers selling FSC certified products and companies
using FSC certified products. The FSC logo may also be used by media, educational institutions or NGOs for press and
educational purposes.
As a general rule, if you transform forest products, you are likely to be required to be certified to promote FSC certified
products.
On-product use
An on-product label indicates the status of the product itself. The label reflects the material that comes from FSC
certified forests, recycling or other controlled sources.
Only FSC certificate holders can use an on-product label. FSC offers an on-line label generator for creating correct
on-product labels in over 40 languages. Certificate holders should contact their respective FSC accredited certification
body (CB) for more information and trademark approval.
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FSC on-product labels
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Products
containing
material from
FSC certified
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and social
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Products with
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other controlled
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containing
post-consumer
material and
may include
some preconsumer
material.

FSC Promotional Panel
The promotional panel is used, for example, for promoting FSC certified products or an organization’s status as a
certificate holder. It consists of FSC logo, website, license code and text explaining FSC.

FSC trademark license code
Every label and promotional trademark use includes a code of a format FSC X###### to indicate that the user has valid
authorization to use FSC trademarks. You can check to whom the code belongs at info.fsc.org

Logo and label users
We encourage active and credible use of on-product labeling and promotional use as long as an important set of rules
is followed. We support a wide variety of users including:

Certificate holders:

Retailers & other companies
who have no requirement to
hold a certificate:

Media, academia and other
public institutions:

• may integrate the logo into sales
and promotional materials. This
can attract the attention of buyers looking for products from
FSC certified forests;

• are only allowed promotional
use;

• are only allowed promotional and informational
use;

• are the only users who can apply the FSC label to products;
• have access to the on-line label
generator that creates on-product labels in over 40 languages.
This is the only officially accepted tool to create the labels;
• should contact their CB for more
information and trademark approval.

• can use the logo to promote
the FSC certified products
they sell;
• can highlight their purchase of
certified products. This is often
used in conjunction with procurement policies that support
FSC use;
• must register with their national FSC Trademark Service
Provider and obtain pre-approval for each use.

• can incorporate the logo
into articles that discuss
FSC, research, etc.;
• must register with their
national FSC Trademark
Service Provider and obtain preapproval for each
use.
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